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Abstract1

There have been a number of similarity measures developed in a variety of research domains. Gener-2

ally, these measures are developed for a specific context and later reused in other contexts and applica-3

tions, depending on their ease of use and perceived applicability. While there might be statistical reasons4

to use a particular similarity index, the results of other measures should be taken into account as well,5

as various similarity measures do not necessarily have similar contextual meaning. Two entities can be6

very similar with respect to a certain similarity criterion but may be very distinct in terms of another.7

Thus, an understanding of the mathematical logic behind a method is crucial to the interpretation of the8

resulting network of similarities. We review a number of methods from the literature, for constructing9

similarity networks among disparate entities, regarding their applicability on data from archaeological10

sites. Formally, given an N × p matrix of N entities with p distinct classes of attributes, how are the11

entities comparable to each other with respect to the kinds of attributes they share? We distinguish12

three qualitatively different families of similarity measures for deducing relationships among entities that13

may meaningfully map onto various distinct social phenomena, such as migration, material acquisition,14

and movement of goods and skills, among others. Entities can be compared based on: (a) non–uniform15

weighting of attributes, (b) asymmetric dominance relationships, and (c) rank correlations. We ground16

the significance and distinction of these classes of measures by giving comparative and contextual exam-17

ples of selected methods on a case study of archaeological collections pertaining to AD 1200-1500 from18

the US Southwest region. We attempt to elucidate the differences in outcomes and their meanings when19

choosing various similarity methods for comparing disparate entities.20

1 Introduction21

Researchers in the field of archaeology generally have to rely on sparse and fragmented information to22

understand the social behavior of the populations under study. Given the material discovered at different23

archaeological sites, one – but certainly not the only – way of estimating the strength of a relationship between24

them is by evaluating how “similar” they are to each other. Calculating pairwise similarities between site25

assemblages results in a network that can be seen as a proxy for social interactions and has become one26

popular basis for analyzing social networks in archaeology (e.g. [Hart and Engelbrecht, 2012, Mills et al.,27

2015, Mills et al., 2013b, Munson, 2013]).28

Measuring similarity among entities is one of the most applied techniques in multivariate data analysis.29

Yet, similarity in and of itself has yet to be concisely defined. A simple – and slightly circular – definition of30

it, “is a numerical measure of the degree to which two data objects are alike” [Tan et al., 2005]. What makes31

two entities “alike” can vary depending on what the data represents, the type of attributes, and how the32

attributes are compared. In general, two entities are similar if they share many categorical attributes, or if33

the values of their numerical attributes are relatively “close”. Dissimilarity – the complement of similarity –34

especially distance measures, are also frequently been used to compare entities. There have been a number35

of similarity/dissimilarity measures developed in a variety of domains, such as, natural language processing,36
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information retrieval [Manning et al., 2008, Mihalcea et al., 2006, Santini and Jain, 1999], computational37

biology [Heringa, 2001, Song et al., 2008], and cluster analysis [Balcan et al., 2008, Strehl et al., 2000, Tan38

et al., 2005], among others. Most of these measures are grounded in theoretical justifications for various39

distinctive types of comparisons that do not necessarily have similar contextual meanings. That is, two40

entities can be very similar with respect to a certain measure but may be very distinct in terms of another41

similarity index. This is one of the downsides of having an abundance of such methods. Many of them42

seemingly estimate the same general concept yet are operationalized by different procedures and on different43

bases. As a consequence, the results they generate, may not bear a clear correspondence to the abstract44

concept of similarity that they are meant to mimic.45

Application of network methods in archaeology has increased considerably in the last decade [Brugh-46

mans, 2010, Collar et al., 2015]. Knappett [Knappett, 2013] provides a comprehensive state-of-the-art47

guide to the main themes and approaches of network analysis for archaeologists. Trends of migrations48

and movements [Mills, 2011, Mills et al., 2013a, Mills et al., 2013b], exchange of ideas and diffusion of49

technology [Golitko and Feinman, 2015, Östborn and Gerding, 2014], intra–community social and political50

dynamics [Munson, 2013, Munson and Macri, 2009, Scholnick et al., 2013, Paris, 2014], and transformation51

of social landscapes over different social and temporal scales [Mills, 2007] are some of the topics network52

methods have been used to address in archaeology. In recent years, multiple studies have been published on53

the reconstruction of networks of similarities, based on the production, consumption, and deposition of ce-54

ramic assemblages, most notably in the geographic region of the US Southwest during the late Pre–Hispanic55

period period [Borck et al., 2015, Mills, 2007, Mills, 2011, Mills et al., 2013a, Mills et al., 2013b, Mills56

et al., 2015, Peeples and Roberts, 2013]. Using the Brainerd–Robinson (BR) index [Brainerd, 1951, Robin-57

son, 1951], networks are reconstructed that are based on similarities of consumption of ceramics among the58

settlements at various spatial and temporal scales. This network view of site similarities provides a sup-59

plemental approach in systematically exploring the social, political, and economical patterns of interaction60

among settlements in the region during that period. In other areas of the world, the BR index has also61

become a common way for comparing assemblages and assessing similarity including Mesoamerica [Golitko,62

2015, Golitko et al., 2012, Golitko and Feinman, 2015] and the Northeast North America [Hart, 2016, Hart63

and Engelbrecht, 2012].64

In this work we selectively review some of the more frequently used similarity measures from the liter-65

ature in relation to specific concepts in archaeology. Such an approach has been outlined by Östborn and66

Gerding [Östborn and Gerding, 2014]. We compare these similarity measures to the BR index, which is67

currently most widely used in archaeological research. We argue that it is crucial to choose a method that68

corresponds to the specific research question and show that it is important to use and compare multiple69

methods. This can lead to a more nuanced picture of the historical and social contexts being explained by70

the type of proxy data used to represent social interactions of different kinds. Lastly, we apply some of the71

proposed methods to the dataset from the US Southwest that was used in [Mills et al., 2013a] and compare72

the resulting networks.73

In Table 1 we list a set of measures that we use as a base for the methods proposed in this paper. A74

comprehensive survey on similarity/dissimilarity measures can be found in [Choi, 2008, Choi et al., 2010,75

Everitt and Rabe-Hesketh, 1997].76

2 Proposed methods77

This work focuses on the following aspects of constructing similarity networks. First, we give an overview of78

methods that convert an N × p multivariate matrix of N entities represented by p attributes into an N ×N79

similarity matrix in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we propose a transformation that assigns variable weights80

to attributes based on their assumed significance before the application of a similarity measure. Finally, in81

Section 2.3 we outline the approach to reconstruct cross-temporal networks of similarities. Table 2 lists the82

notations used in the following sections.83
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Sr. Method Informal Description Key Characteristics

1 BR [Brainerd,
1951, Robinson,
1951]

aggregate of differences in propor-
tions of attributes

compares differences weighted by the
diversity of attributes in an entity

2 Cosine [Tan et al.,
2005]

dot product of two entities normal-
ized by the product of their magni-
tudes

measures the difference in the orien-
tation of two entities

3 Euclidean [Everitt
and Rabe-Hesketh,
1997]

aggregate of differences of attributes straight line distance between two
entities in a euclidean space

4 Jaccard [Jaccard,
1912]

ratio of the number of matched to the
number of all non–zero attributes

compares the size of the set of at-
tributes common between two enti-
ties to the size of the set of all non–
trivial attributes of the two entities

5 l out of k [Nick
et al., 2013]

if k of the top l ranked attributes
match (binary)

compares attributes by their assigned
ranks

6 Simple Match-
ing [Segaran, 2007]

ratio of the number of matched to the
number of all attributes

compares shared attributes to all
possible attributes

Table 1: An overview of the basic methods underlying the similarity measures proposed in this paper

Notation Definition

x or y labels for distinct entities
N number of entities
p number of attributes
S the set of p attributes
Y the N × p multivariate matrix of N entities with p attributes/features.
xi,j value of the j − th attribute of the i− th entity
Sx subset of S with non-zero values for entity x
Vx binary vector of length p denoting the presence/absence of each attribute for entity x
Qx vector of length p denoting the value of each attribute for entity x
Rx vector of length p denoting the value of each attribute for entity x sorted in a rank ordering

Table 2: Notations and terminology

2.1 Similarity measures84

In the following we are giving detailed descriptions for the selected similarity measures we use to reconstruct85

networks of interactions.86

Dominance relationship: An entity x dominates an entity y, if and only if, Sy ⊆ Sx.87

Relationships among groups of people in a geographically proximal setting are not necessarily symmet-88

ric. For example, there are power, status, resources, and economic disparities that result in asymmetric89

dynamics among participating entities. In many such cases, the relationship can be more logically90

contextualized as supplier–consumer, source–sink, or political dominant–subordinate relations. The91

dominance relationship captures the most basic form of such an imbalanced relation among entities.92

Mathematically, it encodes the partial order relation among a set of entities. This method can be93

further refined into binarized and non–binarized dominance.94
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Binarized Dominance: An entity x dominates entity y if it contains all attributes of y.95

Dominance1(x, y) =

{
1 if Sy ⊆ Sx

0 otherwise

Non–binarized Dominance: An entity x dominates entity y if each attribute of x is quantitatively96

greater than the corresponding attribute of y.97

Dominance2(x, y) =

{
1 if Qx,i > Qy,i∀i ∈ [1, p]
0 otherwise

Brainerd–Robinson (BR) index: The Brainerd–Robinson index compares the similarity in the98

proportions of values of attributes.99

BR(x, y) = 2−
p∑

i=1

∣∣∣∣ xi∑p
i=1 xi

− yi∑p
i=1 yi

∣∣∣∣
This measure is specifically developed in archaeology for comparing archaeological assemblages in terms100

of the proportions of types of objects or other such categorical data [Brainerd, 1951, Robinson, 1951].101

In this work we normalize this measure to a 0 to 1 scale.102

Matching coefficient: The matching coefficient is the size of the intersection of non–trivial at-103

tributes of a pair of entities.104

Match(x, y) = |Sx ∩ Sy|

One of the most obvious and simple methods for gauging exchange (of artifacts) or shared ideology105

(cultural practices) among disparate sites is by measuring their overlap in terms of number of distinct106

types of artifacts found, i.e. what are common features among the two sites. Here, we do not take into107

account the quantitative differences in the attributes. The matching coefficient is a non–normalized108

version of the Simple Matching Coefficient [Shennan, 1997]. The matching coefficient can be extended109

to the k–Common method. That is, whether there are at least k common attributes between a pair of110

entities.111

Difference in matches and mismatches: Difference in matches and mismatches is the quan-112

titative difference between the shared and the mutually exclusive attributes counts.113

Match-Mismatch(x, y) = |Sx ∩ Sy| − |Sx∆Sy|

One drawback of the previous method is that it only looks at the common attributes while ignoring114

the attributes in which the entities differ. However, there may be cases where the differences in entities115

are as significant as their commonalities. In this method, we suggest setting the commonalities among116

entities by differences among them to get a more nuanced sense of the degree of similarity among them.117

Note that if we look at the differences only, this measure reduces to the Hamming distance [Hamming,118

1950].119

Jaccard coefficient: The ratio of the number of common to all unique non–zero attributes for120

a pair of entities [Jaccard, 1912].121

Jaccard(x, y) =
|Sx ∩ Sy|
|Sx ∪ Sy|
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This is arguably the most popular method to compare entities on binary attribute values, where122

co–presence of attributes means there is a positive correlation between the entities, and absence of123

attributes in one or the other has a negative effect on similarity. In the case of archaeological data,124

which in most cases is sparse, the Jaccard coefficient is especially useful as it ignores all the attributes125

that are mutually null for the entities being compared.126

Cosine Coefficient Similarity: The Cosine Coefficient is the inner product of two attribute127

vectors normalized by the product of their `2-norms [Tan et al., 2005].128

Cosine similarity(x, y) =

∑
i xiyi√∑

i x
2
i

√∑
i y

2
i

Cosine similarity measures the angle between the orientation of two entities irrespective of their mag-129

nitudes.130

Euclidean distance: The Euclidean distance of two entities is the square root of the sum of131

the pairwise differences between the values of their corresponding attributes [Everitt and132

Rabe-Hesketh, 1997].133

Euclidean distance(x, y) =

√√√√ p∑
i=0

(Qx,i −Qy,i)2

Euclidean closeness(x, y) =
1

1 + Euclidean distance(x, y)

This is the straight line distance between a pair of entities in euclidean space. If sites are assumed to134

be points in a multi–dimensional euclidean space, where each dimension represents an attribute, the135

length of the straight line between a pair of points portrays their dissimilarity. This measure is highly136

influenced by low magnitude of the attributes, as the distance to the origin of the coordinate system137

is smaller, leading to smaller distances to other sites with low magnitudes in attribute space.138

l-out-of-top-k: This similarity method determines whether two entities match in at least l of139

their top k attributes, where l and k can be chosen arbitrarily [Nick et al., 2013]. It requires140

the attributes of each entity to be ranked based on some criteria.141

l-out-of-k(x, y) =

{
1 if |V x

R [1 : l] ∩ V y
R [1 : l]| ≥ k

0 otherwise

One straight forward way to rank attributes is by their magnitudes, if the attributes are mutually com-142

parable. Contextual knowledge can help in making more nuanced choices of the ranking of attributes.143

This and the following method are effectively applicable in situations where attributes can be weighted144

by their relative importance with respect to each other. For a comprehensive understanding of alter-145

native approaches for comparing “top–k” lists, see [Fagin et al., 2003].146

Maximum Quasi–Jaccard: Maximum Quasi-Jaccard is the maximal ratio of matched attributes147

with respect to their ranks to all attributes in the list.148

Quasi-Jaccard(x, y) = arg max
k

|V x
R [1 : k] ∩ V y

R [1 : k]|
|V x

R [1 : k] ∪ V y
R [1 : k]|

This is the non–parameterized version of the previous method. It incrementally compares the ranked149

attribute lists of two entities and finds the maximal possible match with respect to the size of the150
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lists compared so far [Nick et al., 2013]. Essentially, this index incrementally measures the Jaccard151

coefficient of the ordered list of attributes, of each size, for a pair of sites. It then picks the k that152

gives the highest match ratio, where 0 ≤ k ≤ p. Measuring similarity in ranked lists is a well–studied153

problem in information retrieval [Webber et al., 2010] and other fields.154

2.2 Non-uniform significance of wares155

The similarities we have discussed so far are based on the general principle of uniform weighting of attributes156

of entities. This is arguably the most straight-forward way to construct such similarities. However, if it is a157

priori known that the attributes are not of equal importance, any measure can be further refined by placing158

non–uniform emphasis on the attributes. Since certain types of objects might have had a higher relevance,159

we can adjust the weights of the attributes based on their occurrences.160

Here we use the concept of Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (tf–idf) transformation from161

the field of text mining. It is used to capture the significance of individual words in a document based on162

their frequencies [Manning et al., 2008]. The idea behind this transformation is that the importance of a163

word increases proportional to the number of its occurrence in a document. However, this importance is164

offset by the overall occurrence of the word in the entire corpus of documents. This helps to control for the165

importance of very common or rarely occurring words. Once all the words in a document are ranked based166

on this measure, similarities among the documents can be established through any similarity index. One of167

the most commonly used measures of similarity in case of tf–idf is the cosine similarity (Section 2.1).168

The tf–idf transformation is built as a product of two statistics: the term frequency offset by the169

inverse document frequency. The term frequency is simply the count of occurrence of a term in a170

document. The inverted document frequency is the inverse of the overall prevalence of the term171

in the entire corpus of documents.172

tf–idf(t,D) = tf(t,D)× idf(t) = No. of occurance of t in D× log

(
No. of documents

No. of documents containing t

)
where D is a document and t is a term.173

We can use this transformation for comparing sites, analogous to documents, based on their types of wares,174

analogous to words. High values of this index are achieved with high counts of the wares but low occurrences175

of the wares across sites. Thus, this measure puts less emphasis on wares that occur commonly across many176

sites. In archaeological terms, this means that wares that are either very rare or very frequent are weighted177

down to reduce their overall effect. It should be noted that this method may be counterproductive if the178

categories chosen for the analysis of similarity have already been pre-selected because of their significance.179

For example, ubiquitous cooking vessels in ceramic assemblages may already be omitted in assemblage180

comparisons, choosing instead the decorated service wares.181

2.3 Across-Time Comparison182

Migration, movement, technological transmission, and exchange patterns are inherently time related social183

interactions. Therefore, it is necessary to compare similarities across time. This helps to explain a number184

of social phenomena. For example, entities that are self-similar over time say something about their isolation185

and lack of innovation and transformation with time. Entities that change over time by emulating and186

adopting objects and adapting practices from other entities depict both the dynamics of the group within187

the entity as well as its practical relations with other entities. In an archaeological sense these chronological188

comparisons can be very useful in corroborating the migration and movement theories associated with certain189

regions in particular time periods and/or the adoption of innovations across areas.190

We use each of the similarity measures to compare sites in different time periods. Thus, we look at how191

similar the assemblages of sites are across time, both within a site and between different sites. This could192

be an indicator for the spatial propagation of certain cultural features, be it through the exchange of ideas,193

goods, migration, transformation of practices in a community, or another social process.194
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3 Case-Study: Application to US Southwest Data195

We applied the proposed methods to the Southwest Social Networks (SWSN) database [Mills et al., 2013a,196

Mills et al., 2015, Mills et al., 2013b, Peeples and Roberts, 2013]. This dataset contains aggregate information197

on about 4.3 million ceramic artifacts found at more than 700 archaeological sites in a 334, 000 km2 region198

in the US Southwest between AD 1200 and 1500. These ceramics are classified into 42 different categories199

of decorated wares, for which the approximate duration of usage is known. Wares are defined by shared200

technological attributes and as defined in the Southwest they have geographical meaning. Within wares are201

sequences of ceramic types based on a number of attributes including form and surface treatment, such as202

painted designs that are temporally sequent. The time span has been divided into five consecutive time203

periods, of 50 years each. Within each period, for each site with more than 30 decorated sherds, a vector204

of the number of sherds of each ware is given. The finds are attributed to the periods assuming a normal205

distribution of popularity over the duration of usage. The number of sherds assigned to a 50-year period206

corresponds to the proportion of the distribution that falls into that period (see [Mills et al., 2013a] for207

details).208

In [Mills et al., 2013a], Mills and her colleagues investigate shared consumption patterns of decorated209

wares among sites. Some of these patterns are conditioned by production but the overarching similarity210

among sites is measured though the shared use and discard of ceramics. In their work, Mills et al. apply the211

BR index as a similarity measure among the sites to investigate the archaeological hypothesis of demographic212

change in the area. They normalize the index to values between 0 and 1 for each pair of sites. For the network213

analytical measures in their study, they use the weighted network, but introduce a cutoff value of 0.75 (on214

the normalized scare) to visualize a binary network for each of the five 50-year-periods, i.e., an edge between215

two sites exists, if their BR index is greater than 0.75.216

We have replicated this study and use selected examples to compare the various similarity measures. In217

order to make networks comparable, we chose the cutoff values in a way that the number of edges (i.e., the218

density of the network) is comparable among the networks we examine. Since the cutoffs are arbitrary, we219

need to control for the size of network to be able to meaningfully compare various similarity measures.220

The following examples are meant to highlight the conceptual differences in the measures and briefly221

offer some insights into the social processes that these measures may provide.222

3.1 Comparison of Selected Similarity Measures223

In this section, we compare how sensitive similarity measures are to the diversity and quantities of wares on224

various sites.225

Common Attributes Figure 1(a) depicts the similarity network of sites based on the k-Common wares226

method for AD 1200-1250. Recall that this method reproduces a network of links among sites that have at227

least k common wares. We set k = 3 for this analysis. Note that larger values of k results in non-normalized228

version of the jaccard index. We compare the network generated by k-Common method in Figure 1(a) to229

the network based on the BR index, reproduced in Figure 1(b) for the same time period and keeping the230

density (∼ 2591 links) of the two networks comparable.231

The structure of the k-Common network is radically different from the BR network. Instead of the clear232

local cluster structure created by the BR index, the k-Common network consists of many long distance links233

and a few nodes with a high number of links (the maximum degree of a node in the k-Common network is234

100 and there are 39 nodes with a degree higher than 45, which is the maximum in the BR network). One235

reason for this is, that the k-Common method rewards sites that are similar in their diversity. While sites236

with less than three different types of wares – which are more likely to have high BR values– will not have237

any links. That is, very diverse yet similar sites have a higher chance of being connected. The high number238

of links of rather long distance in this example indicates that – despite the separate communities indicated239

by the BR index – a substantial number of sites with high diversity might have links to other geographically240

distant sites.241
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(a) Common Attributes (2591 links) (b) Brainerd-Robinson (2598 links) (c) BR with tf–idf (2598 links)

Figure 1: Symmetric networks for AD 1200-1250 with and without tf–idf

In archaeological terms, however, this may not always be desirable. For example, there can be sites that242

have only a few occurrences of many different wares. In general, this does not get at communities of practice243

like the BR index does, rather it might be highly biased towards very small scale exchanges since a single244

pot (or even a single sherd) from a distant source could help create a link. In typical archaeological context,245

it is not always about consumption but about sets of presence/absence categories. k-Common method does246

not capture consumption except by presence/absence and will therefore not be as useful for interpreting247

differences in communities of practice that depend on redundant use and discard [Mills et al., 2015]. The248

k-Common method is one extreme that indicates all possible material connections, but can be influenced by249

very small samples.250

tf-idf Figure 1(c) shows the BR network from AD 1200-1250 with wares weighted by the tf-idf values.251

Although the macro–level structure of the tf-idf based network visually looks similar to the BR network252

from Figure 1(b), there are micro–level differences that allude to alternative properties of the two weighting253

schemes. For example, the Wide Reed Ruin site in the central northern area gets completely disconnected in254

the tf-idf network whereas the otherwise unconnected site of Ash Terrace in the south gains a considerable255

amount of new connections. It is worth noting here that this presence/absence of links is not the direct256

result of thresholding. Recall that for comparing different methods we control for the network density only.257

That is, the networks are generated by selecting approximately same number of top ranked edges based on258

weights assigned by the method. Hence, in the above example, Ash Terrace may acquire more links at a259

lower threshold. However globally those edges are not highly ranked and thus drop out in the BR network260

sooner than the tf-idf weighted BR network.261

Wide Reed Ruin shared proportionally comparable amount of Cibola White Ware and Early White262

Mountain Red Ware with its neighbors towards the east, which results in strong BR index based links.263

However, these two types of wares seem to be highly common overall during that period. Thus, the tf-idf264

weighting renders them less significant compared to other infrequent types, which results in lower weight265

links between Wide Reed Ruin and other sites with which it shared this ware type.266

Ash Terrace has proportionally similar amounts of Cibola White Ware and Tucson Basin Brown Ware267

to those of Big Pot and Flieger sites. These three sites have exactly the same two types of wares in268

proportionally similar, albeit quantitatively different, amounts. Resulting in very high BR values between269

Ash Terrace and the other two sites, such that it is exclusively connected to just these two sites. On the other270

hand with the tf-idf weighting, Ash Terrace gains a remarkable number of connections. This is primarily271

due to the Tucson Basin Brown Ware which seems to have been typical to only a small, regionally confined,272
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part of the studied area, and therefore gets a higher ranking by the tf-idf transformation.273

Comparison of Wide Reed Ruin and Ash Terrace for BR with and without the tf-idf transformation is274

an instructive example. The tf-idf weighting resets the significance of wares relative to their abundance in275

overall region before applying BR or another similarity index for site comparison.276

BR Index In addition to resulting in stronger links among less diverse sites, shown in example from277

Figures 1(a) and 1(b), the BR measure is less sensitive to the actual quantities of the different types of278

wares. The Griffen Wash Complex and Indian Point Complex sites (Figure 2) share seven different types279

of wares in the period of AD 1200-1250, in slightly varying quantities. However, they have a BR value of280

less than 0.65. On the other hand, sites with only one type of ware have the maximum BR value to sites281

that have only and exactly the same type of ware irrespective of the quantities. Hence, more diverse sites282

are inherently penalized by the BR index.283

Figure 2: Sites Griffen Wash Complex and Indian Point Complex in the BR-network (AD 1200-1250)

3.2 Directed Methods284

In Figure 3, we compare the asymmetric similarity method of (strict) Binary Dominance to the symmetric285

BR index in the AD 1400-1450 period. Recall that a site dominates another if all of the wares at the latter286

site are also present at the former. Additionally, it is strict dominance, if the former site has at least one type287

of ware not found at the latter site. In order to visualize the networks generated by the directed methods,288

we chose to draw the edges in a clockwise bending curve, from the dominating site to the dominated one.289

Figure 3(a) shows that some north-eastern sites, especially from the small densely connected cluster –290

referred to as the Zuni sites – dominate large parts of the network, indicating high level of ware diversity291

on these sites. All these sites have at least four different wares. This relation is not visible in the BR292

network in Figure 3(b), even though the cutoff of 0.53 resulting in the 496 edges is rather low. Historically,293

the Zuni region is one of the few northern regions not to have been depopulated during the migration294

towards the south in the late thirteenth century [Mills, 2007]. It acts as a melting pot, adopting wares from295

different regions, which is captured by this dominance relation. The term dominating must be interpreted296

cautiously here, though. Depending on the archaeological context, it could mean a number of different social297

phenomena, including migration, which is the basis of one of the hypothesis about the Hawikku site [Mills,298

2007]. There can be a number of other issues of equifinality– for example, pilgrimages or other (multiple)299

kinds of interactions that could be the potential explanation for the diversity and relative stability of these300

sites [Peeples and Haas, 2013]. Also, it should be pointed out that non–producers might import everything301

for other reasons. Hence, this dominance relation can capture a variety social trends.302
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(a) Binary Dominance (right bending edges indicat domi-
nant to dominated relation)

(b) Brainerd-Robinson

Figure 3: Directed and symmetric networks for AD 1400-1450 (both with 496 links)

3.3 Across-Time Comparison303

In order to compare sites between different time periods (for example as an indicator for migration), we304

generated directed networks by calculating the similarity of sites from earlier to later period. For ease of305

readability, we limit our examples to symmetric measures. While across-time comparison is not limited to306

these, directed methods would generate four different values per dyad, making visualizations of the networks307

challenging.308

Figure 4 shows the outcome of two similarity measures, between the periods AD 1300-1350 and AD309

1350-1400. The links are clockwise-bend from the earlier to the later period. Figure 4(a), depicts differences310

in matches and mismatches of attributes with a cutoff value of 2. The network conveys two general patterns.311

In the north, many links are directed from the western sites towards the more central northern area. In312

the south, there is a concentration of links towards a chain of sites located along the San Pedro River. One313

explanation for this increasing similarity is due to the shared practice of production and consumption of314

wares in the southern Southwest region. Mills et al. already observed a progressively higher connectedness315

in these areas starting in the fourteenth century [Mills et al., 2015]. Deeper exploration of the data from316

these two consecutive periods reveal that sites in the west shared a high number of wares with the sites to317

the west of them in the later period. The major difference is that in the AD 1300-1350 period, sites in the318

river valley have two wares (Cibola White Ware and Tucson Basin Brown Ware) that are not present in319

the next period, leading to lower similarity scores for the links pointing away from the river. This observation320

leads to the open question, whether the disappearance of wares on a site can be an indicator of migrations321

away from that site to other sites with less diversity or the opposite?322

In the BR network, Figure 4(b), with a comparable number of edges, those patterns are not visible. This323

again suggests that it is important to apply multiple methods of similarity and see how they might help to324

answer specific research questions.325
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(a) Match – Mismatch (792 links) (b) Brainerd-Robinson (793 links)

Figure 4: Aross-time networks comparing AD 1300-1350 to AD 1350-1400 (edges bend clockwise from earlier
to later time period)

4 Discussion326

In this work, we gave an overview of a variety of methods for building similarity networks among entities327

represented through a set of attributes. We distinguished three qualitatively different classes of similarity328

measures that may meaningfully map to various distinct social phenomena such as migration, movement,329

exchange, and skill and material transfer, among others. We compared entities based on: (a) weighted,330

unweighted, symmetric, and asymmetric similarities among uniformly weighted attributes, (b) non–uniform331

weighting of attributes (tf-idf), and (c) rank correlations of attributes. Moreover, entities can be compared to332

themselves or to others across different temporal scales, if such data is available. We grounded the significance333

and distinction of these classes of measures by giving comparative and contextual examples of these methods334

on a case study of archaeological collections pertaining to AD 1200-1500 from the US Southwest. We335

attempted to elucidate the differences in outcomes and their meanings when choosing various similarity336

methods through this dataset.337

The methods presented in this work were selected based on their theoretical and conceptual variations338

that can potentially be mapped to a wide array of social processes. Through this work, our aim was to339

emphasize that similarity is an abstract concept that has conceptually subjective and imprecise meaning.340

However, it can be operationalized through various methods which can result in arbitrarily different out-341

comes of similarities among the compared entities. Of course, not every scientific research applies these342

various measures arbitrarily. But due to lack of surveys in application of similarities measures in various343

archaeological contexts, it is necessary to objectively compare these variety of measures to facilitate the344

choice of which measure to work with in different contexts. Therefore, choosing the appropriate method for345

measuring similarity is a crucial first step. Two important factors we considered are: the specific research346

question that needs to be answered through this exercise as well as the inherent features of the data and347

their quality.348

Overall, we have touched upon the following three themes with regards to similarity measures: the generic349
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nature of the similarity concept, the profusion of methods for measuring similarity, and the theoretical and350

conceptual differences among various methods. A natural next step would be to map the various concepts351

of similarity to the social process they embody. Hence, here we are laying the groundwork for systematically352

and objectively choosing the appropriate method with respect to the research question. Moreover, the353

methods, based on non–uniform and ranked weighting of attributes, allude to taking into consideration the354

characteristics of attributes while choosing the appropriate similarity measure for a given research question.355

Furthermore, the quality of the data is another factor that cannot be overlooked while applying a certain356

method, as various methods are sensitive to different characteristics of data such as sparsity, skewness in357

sampling, and differences in scales of quantities, among others.358

Lastly, once the appropriate measure for operationalizing similarity has been picked and networks among359

entities are built accordingly, the next step is to tap into the vast number of methods developed in the network360

analysis literature to systematically study various global and local properties of the network itself [Brandes361

et al., 2013]. For example, network structure, group cohesiveness, roles and centralities of certain entities362

for various social processes, are some of the well–developed concepts in network analysis [Hennig et al.,363

2012, Wasserman and Faust, 1994]. These concepts encode a number of social phenomena and can help364

reveal patterns that are hard to discern through non–network based techniques.365
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